
 

Barely a year has passed since the release of Prototype, and already we're getting ready for Prototype 2. Not only will it include
new characters like Alex Mercer and Joseph Capelli, but also a controversial story element: more on the subject of Blackwatch.
Unfortunately, that means we still have another year left to wait before we can start our dystopian rampage. Why not fill the
time with some intense first-person shooters and games that suck? Here's our list of just some of the best games available on
Steam for an intense first-person shooter experience. PAYDAY: The Heist: You and up to 4 friends can work together to rob a
series of jewellery stores in Washington D.C. in this cooperative FPS. [Description from Steam] SPINTIRES: This is a 'retro-
pixel' style shooter that plays like a mix between Crossfire and Retro City Rampage, with modern touches such as co-op
multiplayer and destructible environments. [Description from Steam] REDEMPTION X: A fast-paced FPS in the same vain as
Borderlands, but with the improvements of Darksiders and games like Metro 2033 and Dead Space in tow. STAR WARS:
Republic Commando / ROGUE SQUADRON II: Have you ever wanted to command a squadron of clone troopers against the
Separatists? You've come to the right place. You can play cooperatively with up to 3 friends against the computer, or team up
against each other for a small-scale LAN competition. It's not Star Wars without John Williams' music, so THQ has taken care
of that for you. And best of all, it's on sale for 50% off! DEUS EX 2 BEYOND HUMANITY: Although this game is heavily
outdated by today's standards, it still stands as one of the greatest games ever made by Ion Storm. Exhilarating gameplay,
awesome atmosphere, great characters, and awesome weapons. This is a game you can play for hours on end, especially if you're
taking your time to explore everything it has to offer. CALL OF DUTY MODERN WARFARE 2: Prepare to have your face
melted off by this bestselling FPS from Infinity Ward. It's got a great story and a load of awesome guns—AK-47, M4A1
Carbine, SVD Dragunov...just to name a few. CONAN: This is a new IP from Funcom, the highly respected RPG maker behind
The Secret World and Anarchy Online. It's a prequel to the story of Conan the Barbarian, but more on that later. SURVIVAL
MODE: For those who want some serious multiplayer fun. Not only can you play as HUNK as he seeks revenge on those who
wronged him in his past, but you can also play as a squad of elite squad members—AT-ST driver, B1 battle droid, and more.
MOST WANTED: If you haven't played this yet, it's a spin-off of the first SOCOM game.
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